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Abstract

In December 2009, a study was conducted to determine how vehicle operations impact snow roads. The snow roads at McMurdo Station are the primary transport corridors to move personnel and material from the airfields servicing intra- and inter-continental flights. Thus, they are a critical transportation component and are also particularly susceptible to deterioration during warm temperatures. This study explored methodology to quantify the impact of various vehicles, tires, driving speeds, and maneuvers on snow-road conditions. The specific impacts of turning, acceleration, braking, and speed were isolated using spirals, circles, and straight-line testing on compacted snow surfaces. Portions of the active snow-road system were also used in a road course involving corners and surface roughness. Measurements included the strength of the snow surface in and between tire tracks, tire-track rut depth and width, and the height and width of the resulting snow piles adjacent to the tire tracks. The experiments yielded valuable guidance regarding what types of testing and measurements could most easily differentiate performance. Results indicate the impacts of driving speed and vehicle type, including the importance of the tire and suspension components, on preserving satisfactory snow-road surfaces through the melt season.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Issue

McMurdo Station, Antarctica, has approximately 20 miles (32 km) of snow roads connecting the station and its airfields (Figure 1). In addition, the 1000 ft (305 m) diameter Long Duration Balloon (LDB) Pad serves as a large “paved” snow area for the launching of large, instrumented monitoring balloons. The construction and maintenance of these snow roads and the LDB Pad annually consume approximately 4000 operator and equipment hours between 1 September and 28 February. These efforts rely heavily on the expertise of the operators on-site. No specific prescription for snow-road construction, maintenance, or quality control is currently in place, but this study and others have helped in generating Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) and training materials for operating vehicles on the snow roads.

Figure 1. Map of McMurdo Station road and airfield system for the 2009–2010 season (with north up).
During the austral summer, McMurdo snow roads are subjected to warm summer air, which can be above freezing for several days at a time. Above freezing air temperatures cause severely reduced road strength, compound snow-road construction and maintenance challenges, and make the snow roads and LDB Pad more susceptible to failure. Depending on temperatures and other factors, in some years, the snow roads can fully support wheeled traffic for the entire summer season; and in other years, wheeled vehicle traffic must be severely reduced and sometimes becomes impossible. The cost of snow-road failure is significant. In the worst case, nearly all transport of personnel and supplies to and from aircraft servicing McMurdo must be by a few specialized over-snow vehicles, such as the Foremost Deltas, or by towing with tracked vehicles.

1.2 Background and approach

The US Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) in Hanover, NH, previously studied the processes used to prepare and maintain the McMurdo Station snow roads. Researchers witnessed activities from December 2002 to January 2003 and monitored existing snow-road strength, maintenance, and vehicle fleet operations. Shoop et al. (2009) summarized this work; and Shoop et al. (2010) details it further. Shoop et al. (2010) also contains a literature review of snow-road construction methods, background on snow compaction and age hardening, and a summary of McMurdo’s historic snow-road construction and maintenance guidelines developed by the U.S. Navy. That CRREL report recommended the development of a modern snow-road construction and maintenance program, which evolved into the Snow Roads and Transportation (SRT) program.

As part of the SRT program, we developed a test plan to evaluate the impact of different types of vehicles on the snow roads under various weather and road conditions. As this type of testing had not been previously conducted on snow roads or using these types of vehicles, similar studies of military vehicle impacts on Army training lands (Affleck et al. 2004; Althoff and Thien 2005; Anderson and Shoop 2005; Ayers 1994; Ayers et al. 2004; Haugen 2002) and of low impact military tires (Ayers et al. 2006) provided guidance for test procedures.

Our report documents the detailed vehicle impact experiments performed 16–20 December 2009 with the initial evaluation of the measurement techniques presented in Shoop et al. (2013). The work included several
types of testing to explore the methods and measurement techniques
needed to capture the impact of different vehicles on the snow roads and
on other prepared snow surfaces (i.e., the LDB Pad).

With four vehicles, we performed three basic types of tests: spiral or circle
test patterns to investigate the effect of turning radius; straight-line accel-
eration, constant speed, and deceleration; and road course tests, which al-
lowed both turns and speed variation. The spiral, circle, and straight-line
tests were conducted on the LDB Pad, which offered a large, smooth, and
uniform surface. Conversely, the road course was located on sections of
existing snow roads and comprised a variety of curves and surface rough-
ness and was therefore more characteristic of the actual road conditions.

We took initial strength measurements to characterize the test sites. We
drove test patterns with several vehicles and then took rut width and
depth, adjacent snow pile height and width, and snow strength measure-
ments in and between the vehicle tire tracks (ruts) to determine how vehi-
cle and driving parameters, such as speed, acceleration, deceleration, and
turning radius, affect the snow-road surface.

Daily station operations, which have priority, limited the availability of ve-
hicles, personnel, and locations for use for in the testing program and thus
reduced the scope of the experiments. However, we did complete a sub-
stantial number of tests and measurements. Table 1 summarizes the indi-
vidual tests, which are also described in more detail later in the report.
Table 1. Snow-road vehicle-impact testing program, December 2009.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Field Test #</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 Dec.</td>
<td>Spiral Counterclockwise at 15 mph (24 kph)</td>
<td>Fleet Operations Truck (Denman tires)</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>Small Clegg, rut width and depth, pile width and height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Dec.</td>
<td>Circle Counterclockwise at 23 mph (37 kph) Radius = 100 ft (30.5 m)</td>
<td>Fleet Operations Truck (Denman tires)</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>Small Clegg, rut width and depth, pile width and height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Dec.</td>
<td>Straight Line Acceleration Constant Speed at 25 mph (40 kph) Deceleration</td>
<td>Fleet Operations Truck (Denman tires)</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>Small Clegg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Dec.</td>
<td>Spiral Counterclockwise at 15 mph (24 kph)</td>
<td>Fleet Operations Truck (Denman tires)</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>No measurable ruts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Dec.</td>
<td>Straight Line Acceleration Constant Speed at 25 mph (40 kph) Deceleration to 0</td>
<td>Fleet Operations Truck (Denman tires)</td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>No measurable ruts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Dec.</td>
<td>Straight Line Acceleration Constant Speed at 32 mph (51 kph) Deceleration</td>
<td>Fleet Operations Truck (Denman tires)</td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>Small Clegg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Dec.</td>
<td>Spiral Counterclockwise at 15 mph (24 kph) Van 206 (Cepek tires)</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>Medium Clegg, rut width and depth, pile width and height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Dec.</td>
<td>Spiral Counterclockwise at 15 mph (24 kph) Van 213 (TRXUS tires)</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>Medium Clegg, rut width and depth, pile width and height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Dec.</td>
<td>Straight Line Constant Speed 25 mph (40 kph), 6 passes Van 213 (TRXUS tires)</td>
<td>B3</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>Medium Clegg, rut width and depth, pile width and height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Dec.</td>
<td>Straight Line Constant Speed 25 mph (40 kph), 6 passes Van 206 (Cepek tires)</td>
<td>B4</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>Medium Clegg, rut width and depth, pile width and height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Dec.</td>
<td>Straight Line Acceleration to Constant Speed of 20 mph (32 kph) or 25 mph (40 kph) Fleet Operations Truck (TRXUS tires)</td>
<td>B5</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>Medium Clegg, rut width and depth, pile width and height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Dec.</td>
<td>Circle Clockwise Radius = 500 ft (152.4 m) Foremost Terra Bus</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>Medium Clegg, rut depth and width</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Dec.</td>
<td>Circle Clockwise Radius ≤ 500 ft (152.4 m) Foremost Terra Bus</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>No measurable ruts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Dec.</td>
<td>Road Course 17 laps Foremost Terra Bus</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Road Course</td>
<td>Medium Clegg, rut width and depth, pile width and height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Dec.</td>
<td>Road Course 21 laps Foremost Delta</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Road Course</td>
<td>Medium Clegg, rut width and depth, pile width and height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Dec.</td>
<td>Circle Clockwise Radius = 300 ft (91.4 m) Foremost Delta</td>
<td>C5</td>
<td>LDB Pad</td>
<td>Medium Clegg, rut depth and width</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 Equipment

2.1 Snow strength measurements

We used two instruments to characterize the test sites prior to testing and to measure the impact of the vehicle on the snow strength after testing. We used the Rammsonde Snow Penetrometer to measure a strength profile for site characterization and used the Clegg Impact Hammer (Clegg) to measure the integrated strength of the road surface before and after testing. The Clegg measurements helped us to determine if the vehicle traffic changed the snow either through compaction or by weakening, through breaking, the bonds of the prepared snow surface. We assessed the Clegg strength after the vehicle maneuvers by taking measurements both in and between the ruts of the vehicle tire tracks. For additional details regarding the use of the strength instruments, see Shoop et al. (2010).

2.1.1 Rammsonde Snow Penetrometer

The U.S. Army adapted the Rammsonde, seen in Figure 2, from an instrument originally used in the Swiss Alps for estimating avalanche danger. The Rammsonde used for measuring the strength of the compacted snow roads and runways has a cone with a diameter of 0.94 in. (2.4 cm), a height of 1.54 in. (3.9 cm), a total length of 1.97 in. (5 cm), and a 60° conical tip, which is smaller than what is commonly used in avalanche studies*. The smaller cone is more sensitive to the range of snow strength seen on snow roads and is also easier to use (both to insert and to remove) on compacted snow surfaces. The Rammsonde hardness number, $R$, is an index that indicates the snow’s resistance to the vertical penetration (in kilograms force, kgf). The hardness reading is calculated from the number of hammer blows (drops) required to penetrate a measured distance. The penetration force is obtained using a slide hammer of specific weight dropped from a measured height.

* The original, larger device is a cone penetrometer consisting of a 0.79 in. (2 cm) diameter aluminum shaft with a 60° conical tip, a guide rod, and a drop hammer. The cone has a diameter of 1.57 in. (4 cm) and height of 1.38 in. (3.5 cm); the total length of the penetrometer cone element (to the beginning of the shaft) is 3.94 in. (10 cm).
2.1.2 Clegg Impact Hammer

We measured snow surface strength by using a Clegg (Figure 3). The Clegg consists of a cylindrical mass hammer that is dropped within a guide tube from a set height. The standard Clegg uses a 9.9 lb (4.5 kg) hammer mass. In this testing program, we used two other hammer weights, the medium Clegg at 5.0 lb (2.25 kg) and the small Clegg at 1.1 lb (0.5 kg); and we determined that in many cases the 9.9 lb (4.5 kg) hammer was too heavy. However, we found that the medium 5.0 lb (2.25 kg) Clegg was the most suitable for characterizing the snow-road strength, but we used both the small and medium Cleggs in this study, depending on availability. Table 1 specifies the Clegg used for each test. All of the Clegg hammers have the same diameter: 17/8 in. (4.76 cm). Clegg (2011) provides a more detailed analysis of the 5.0 lb (2.25 kg) Clegg, and Shoop et al. (2012) compares the three Clegg sizes and their use on the snow roads.

The Clegg is equipped with an accelerometer that measures the peak deceleration on impact. For the snow roads program, the hammer is dropped five times at each location and the readings for each drop are recorded as the Clegg Impact Value (CIV). Although the fourth drop CIV reading is usually used for soil-strength calculations, we used an average of the third, fourth and fifth drop values for the snow strength in this study. Further analysis of Clegg data in Shoop et al. (2012) indicates that the Clegg value from the third drop alone is sufficient for analysis purposes and could also have been used. Finally, we analyzed the first drop value and determined
that it was more of an indicator of untouched or untamped snow surface strength.

Figure 3. Clegg Impact Hammer measuring road surface strength.

2.2 Impact measurements

Using the undisturbed snow as the elevation datum, after each test we measured with a straight edge cross piece and a meter stick or steel tape the width and depth of the ruts from each tire track, left and right (Figure 4). With a similar procedure, we measured the adjacent pile heights and widths (Figure 5). These types of measurements duplicate those used for soil surfaces, such as described in Haugen (2002). Figure 5 also shows more detailed rut profile measurements taken using a profilometer, but these were time consuming. The analysis of the profilometer data has since been automated, and these types of measurements should be considered for future studies.
2.3 Test vehicles

Table 2 lists the four vehicle types (shown in Figures 6 through 9) used during the vehicle impact testing. The two vans, 206 and 213, are the same make and model and are therefore considered identical. We tested both the vans and the fleet operations pickup truck with two different types of tires. The Deltas at McMurdo have either a smooth tread or a more aggressive chevron tread. All of our testing was done using the Deltas with the smooth tread tires, which are used in the wheeled vehicle lanes of the snow roads. The Deltas with the chevron tires are usually used to move cargo and stay in the track vehicle lanes.
When the temperatures are cooler and the roads are hard, the vans are much faster and provide a more comfortable passenger ride to and from the airfields. The Terra Bus and Delta can handle many more people and cargo and are the primary people movers for the snow-road transportation system, especially during warm weather when their high flotation tires allow greater over-snow mobility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Vehicle Weight kN (lb)</th>
<th>Tires</th>
<th>Tire Pressure kPa (psi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fleet Operations Truck</td>
<td>27.9 (6262)</td>
<td>Denman Ground Hawg II steel belted radial</td>
<td>138 (20) 124 (18) 152 (22) 145 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144, Ford F350</td>
<td></td>
<td>(old tires), 36 × 14.5 R16.5LT</td>
<td>LF  RF  LR  RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denman Ground Hawg II steel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belted radial (old tires)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(old tires), 36 × 14.5 R16.5LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleet Operations Truck</td>
<td>27.9 (6262)</td>
<td>Interco TRXUS STS (new tires)</td>
<td>125 (18) 131 (19) 138 (20) 138 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144, Ford F350</td>
<td></td>
<td>36 × 14.50 R16.5LT</td>
<td>LF  RF  LR  RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van 206, Ford E350</td>
<td>41.4 (9300)</td>
<td>Cepek Fun Country (old tires) 40 × 17 R16.5LT</td>
<td>152 (22) 103 (15) 131 (19) 117 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van 213, Ford E350</td>
<td>41.4 (9300)</td>
<td>Interco TRXUS M/T (new tires) 38.5 × 14.5 R17LT</td>
<td>103 (15) 96 (14) 103 (15) 93 (13.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foremost Terra Bus “Ivan”</td>
<td>298.0 (67000)</td>
<td>Terra-Tire: Tubeless Nylon 66 × 44.00-25NHS</td>
<td>172 (25) 165 (24) 172/138 (25/20) 172/165 (25/24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foremost Delta “Gale”*</td>
<td>186.8 (42000)</td>
<td>Terra-Tire: Tubeless Nylon 66 × 44.00-25 NHS</td>
<td>83 (12) 152 (22) 131 (19) 110 (16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Tire pressures adjusted for a uniform section deflection height.
Figure 7. Ford E350 Van

Figure 8. Foremost Terra Bus.

Figure 9. Foremost Delta.
3 Test Sites

3.1 Locations

We used two areas for the vehicle impact testing: the LDB Pad and a section of the existing snow-road system. Figure 10 shows imposed on a high-resolution satellite photo the locations of the LDB Pad (the red circle on the left) and the triangular road course test section (on the right) within the McMurdo snow-road system. All of the test areas had initially smooth and level surfaces even though parts of the road course was cut through sastrugi (snow ridges formed by wind) as can be seen on the imagery in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. Satellite image of the LDB Pad (red circle) and road test course (yellow) with north downward (29 October 2009 WorldView Satellite at 0.5m resolution)](image)

Note: In this image, north is downward.

3.1.1 Long Duration Balloon Pad

The LDB Pad is a 1000 ft (305 m) diameter pad used to launch high-atmosphere, long-duration balloons with various atmosphere and space payloads. The LDB Pad is maintained continuously from October to mid-December to provide a very smooth and stable platform for the heavy equipment used during balloon launches. Once the balloon experiments were completed for the season, the LDB Pad provided a smooth, uniform surface on which to conduct comparative vehicle impact tests. Tests on the LDB Pad included the spiral and circle tests with all four vehicles and the
acceleration, constant speed, and deceleration tests with the fleet operations truck and the vans. Both of the large vehicles, the Terra Bus and the Delta, had difficulties performing the spiral maneuver with tight turning radii, so the spiral test was replaced by a breakout circle test for these two vehicles.

### 3.1.2 Road course

In addition to the scripted tests on the LDB Pad and to obtain information during a more realistic operating scenario, we developed a small road course at the junction of Williams and Pegasus cut-off roads (Figure 10). Only the Terra Bus and Delta were used on the road course.

### 3.2 Initial site characterization

Prior to vehicle testing, we characterized the snow surface strength of the LDB Pad on 16 December 2009. We measured the snow surface strength at seven points, labeled LDB Pad and LDBP1–LDBP6 on Figure 11, covering the primary area of vehicle testing by using the medium size Clegg. At each point, we took three to five measurements (of five drops each) within a 10 ft (3.05 m) radius for each sampling location.

*Figure 11. Clegg and Rammsonde strength-measurement test points for the LDB Pad and for the road course.*
We averaged the Clegg measurements for each sampling location using (1) the first drop, which is indicative of the strength of the undisturbed snow, and (2) the average of the third, fourth, and fifth drop values, which are indicative of the snow under the vehicle tires (Figure 12). Shoop et al. (2012) provides a thorough explanation and reasoning behind the use of the Clegg, especially for snow. The statistics (average and standard deviation) for Clegg values from the LDB Pad test points are shown on the right-hand side of the graph. The average Clegg values were 7.5 (first drop) and 12.4 (average of drops 3–5). Interestingly, the standard deviations of the two different calculations (first drop and average of drops 3 to 5) are nearly the same value, approximately 2.0.

Figure 12. Medium Clegg data for the LDB Pad initial site characterization.

To compare between the three sizes of Clegg hammer, small, medium, and large measurements were taken at one location. This information is reported in Shoop et al. (2012).

The Clegg values taken along the road course are more variable as expected for the multiple types of road surfaces involved, which are groomed differently and have been exposed to different levels of vehicle traffic. We
used these measurements to compare the strength before and after vehicle trafficking, and Section 6: *Road Course Tests* presents these comparisons.

We also took profiles of road strength at both the LDB Pad and at the road course by using the Rammsonde. Figure 11 shows the locations of these measurements, and Figures 13 and 14 graph the Rammsonde values. We used these values primarily to assess and to document the snow strength below the surface, while the Clegg is a surface strength measurement. Although the subsurface strength could certainly be impacted by the heavier vehicles during the road course testing, the Rammsonde was not used before and after testing to measure the test impact; it was only used to characterize the site to document differences based on the location and vehicle lane and overall variability of the pad and road course. The Clegg was much quicker and easier to use to assess surface strength changes.
Figure 14. Road course strength profile from the Rammsonde. Data taken in the Delta lane are in blue; Terra Bus lane data is red. The measurement locations are shown in Figure 11.
4  **Spiral and Circle Tests**

4.1  **Testing**

Spiral testing involved driving either the fleet operations truck or one of the two vans in an inward decreasing radius spiral starting at an outside radius of 100 ft (30.5 m). We first measured the outside of the spiral and marked it on the LDB Pad surface to serve as a guide for the driver. Every attempt was made to maintain a constant speed and produce a regular spiral. At points where the spiral crossed a marked “radius,” we took measurements of the tire track rut depth and width, resulting snow pile height and width, and the surface strength in and between the ruts. The number of times a vehicle crossed the radius is reported as “x=4,” for this example, indicating the vehicle crossed the radius four times as Figure 15 shows. At these points, we measured the distance to the left and right tire track from the center point of the spiral.

![Figure 15. Counterclockwise spiral test configuration.](image)

At the end of the spiral tests, we performed a circle test around the outside of the spiral as space and safety allowed. For this test, the vehicle drove in the circle at gradually increasing speed until it began to slide. This type of test is also called a circle breakout test and can be used to measure friction as well.
For the Terra Bus and the Delta, even when starting with a much larger radius, it was impossible to drive the decreasing radius spiral within the limited space. Therefore, we used circles of a large diameter (500 ft [152 m] for the Terra Bus and 300 ft [91 m] for the Delta) for the outside of the spiral. We again marked the circles on the ground to provide guidance to the driver.

4.1.1 F350 truck spiral and circle tests (A1, A1, and A4)

Using the fleet operations truck with older Denman tires, spiral test A1 completed four crossings of the radius. The furthest set of tracks measured was 82 and 88 ft (25.9 and 26.8 m) from the spiral center point, left and right tires, respectively. The fleet operations truck drove at no less than 12 mph (19 kph) until the inner spiral where it drove at 10 mph (16 kph).

Figure 16 shows a comparison between the first drop measurement and the average of drops three through five for the small (1.1 lb [0.5 kg]) Clegg hammer. For most cases, the snow was weaker in the tire tracks because the surface sheared during a turning maneuver. This is particularly true during tight turns where the difference between the inside and outside track values was greatest. The trends were similar for the two calculation methods, as they were in Figure 12; therefore, we will use the third to fifth drop average for the remainder of the discussion.

![Figure 16. Clegg surface strength measurements for counterclockwise (left turn) spiral test A1 with the fleet operations truck (old Denman tires).]
Figure 17 shows the tire track rut depth and width and the corresponding accumulated snow pile height and width. We expect more disturbance on the right side of the vehicle because the vehicle weight shifts to the right during counterclockwise turning. While the rut data does not always reflect this, the right pile is consistently the largest as snow it pushed to the right side of both wheel paths.

Figure 17. Rut and pile measurements for counterclockwise spiral test A1 with the Fleet Operations F350 Truck (old Denman tires).

During spiral test A4, the fleet operations truck, traveling at 15 mph (24 kph), experienced some slipping but left no appreciable rutting. Therefore, we did not take any rut, pile, or Clegg measurements.

Test A2 was a circle test occurring outside the maximum 88 ft (26.8 m) radius of the spiral test track. The same fleet operations truck from the previous two tests drove at approximately 23 mph (37 kph) and experienced sliding at the outer edge of the circle, indicating that it was operating close to the maximum value of lateral friction of this surface. Because the circle test differed significantly in speed from the spiral tests, test A2
results are presented graphically in Section 4.2.2: *Comparison between vehicles.*

### 4.1.2 E350 van spiral tests (B1 and B2)

Figures 18 and 19 present the data from spiral test B1, driven counterclockwise with Van 206 with older Cepek tires. In this test, the snow is generally weaker (strength is lower) under the outside (right) tire track due to the additional weight crushing or shearing the snow during the turn. This effect is particularly noticeable at the larger turning radius where the vehicle was traveling at a higher speed (resulting in greater weight transfer to the outside tires).

**Figure 18.** Clegg snow surface strength measurements for counterclockwise spiral test B1 with Van 206 (old Cepek tires).
Van 213 had new TRXUS tires for spiral test B2. The driver reported that he could definitely feel a difference with the new tires and that they were “biting better.” Figures 20 and 21 present the data from this test. These show the inside (left) track being generally weaker snow (lower Clegg reading). This is the opposite of what we would expect; and the undisturbed snow readings, taken between the tire tracks, were often weaker than in the tire tracks. We speculate that the new low-impact tires could spread the weight out better and compact the snow under the additional weight rather than crush or shear it. Additional testing should be done to explore this further.
Figure 20. Clegg snow surface strength measurements for counterclockwise spiral test B2 with Van 213 (new Interco TRXUS M/T tires).

Figure 21. Rut and pile measurements for counterclockwise spiral test B2 with Van 213 (new Interco TRXUS M/T tires).
4.1.3 Terra Bus and Delta circle tests (C1 and C5)

For circle test C1, the driver attempted to hold the Terra Bus at a constant radius of 500 ft (152 m) on the marked circle, driving clockwise in fifth gear. The bus completed six circles. Following the test, we took Clegg and rut and pile measurements.

We attempted a tighter radius circle and a higher speed for test C2 with limited success. The drive path was difficult to keep circular, yielding inconsistent vehicle loading on the surface. Therefore, we took no measurements.

In circle test C5, the Delta personnel carrier drove in clockwise circles with a 300 ft (91 m) radius. The steering and wheel base of the Delta allowed this tighter circle to be driven successfully (and safely). Again, following the test, we took Clegg and rut and pile measurements.

Figure 22 presents the medium Clegg (5.0 lb [2.25 kg]) data from tests C1 and C5. The ruts left in these tests were subjectively observed to be “soft” (lower snow surface strength), but there is no consistent trend in the ruts being softer (from more shearing) or harder (from compaction) than the surrounding snow or from one side of the vehicle to the other.
The tires for both vehicles are the same make and diameter. However, it appears that the lighter weight Delta was shearing the snow because of a tighter radius circle, in comparison to the heavier Terra Bus driving at slower speeds and at a larger diameter path, which was compacting the snow. We cannot be certain whether the Clegg results from these two tests are due to compaction (making the snow stronger) or shearing under the tires (weakening the snow) because the differences are within the range of the overall variability of the LDB Pad snow surface (shown earlier to be ± 2.0 Clegg units, Figure 12).

4.2 Analysis

4.2.1 Effect of the turning radius on vehicle impact

In test A1, using the fleet operations truck (Figure 17), the tire-track rut depth decreased with increasing distance from the spiral’s center. We can also state this as rut depth decreased as turning radius increased, or a smaller turning radius or sharper turn will result in a larger rut. Figure 23 illustrates this even more clearly. Pile heights and widths show similar trends (piles are higher and wider at a tighter turning radius).

Because the rut and pile result from material the vehicle displaces either through compaction or mass movement, an estimate of the volume of the material moved could provide a more realistic measure of impact. We can
quantify the total vehicle impact (TVI) in terms of rut depth (RD) and rut width (RW), and for the piles alongside the rut, the pile height (PH) and pile width (PW). From these measurements, we can calculate a total impact that represents the cross sectional area of all of the snow displaced by the vehicle (rut area plus pile area). Equation (1) gives the TVI value for both the left (subscript L) and right (subscript R) vehicle tracks (assuming roughly triangular snow piles):

\[
TVI = RD_{L+R} \times RW_{L+R} + \frac{1}{2} (PH_{R} \times PW_{R}) + \frac{1}{2} (PH_{L} \times PW_{L})
\]  

(1)

The spiral test A1 rut and pile data were used to calculate the TVI. Figure 24 plots the TVI with distance from center. Note that the impact severity increases greatly to TVI values over 12 in.\(^2\) (80 cm\(^2\)) for turning radii less than 30 ft (10 m). An exponential decline in impact with distance is similar to findings from tests with military vehicles on training lands (Ayers et al. 2004; Affleck et al. 2004). This trend clearly indicates that a larger turning radius causes less rut impact. This information can aid in designing roads with gentle curves and reducing or eliminating tight turns while driving, reducing road damage.
4.2.2 Comparison between vehicles

Because the circle tests were done with multiple passes and involved some vehicle sliding, the rut depths and widths in the tire tracks were not always clearly defined. Nonetheless, the data that could be measured we assembled into Figure 25, showing the rut depths measured for each of the circle tests (A2, C1, and C5). We should note that the fleet operations truck travelled the circles counterclockwise while the Terra Bus and Delta were driven in clockwise circles. Ideally, all tests would have been in both directions, but space and time were limited.

![Figure 25. Circle test rut depths for the fleet operations truck, the Delta, and the Terra Bus.](image)

Section 6 provides further vehicles comparisons from road course data.

We used the disturbance measurements to calculate the TVI in Table 3. While the Delta shows the greatest impact for this set of tests, the tests were conducted for different radius circles and vehicle speeds, making a direct comparison difficult. The aim of this study was to determine how to run the test and what test radius and speeds would work well. Now that we have an idea of the capabilities of these vehicles, in the future we would choose a single speed and radius to use for all vehicles in the test set if comparison between vehicles was the objective. The vehicle set here comprises a wide range of vehicles used on the snow roads although over the last two years, even larger vehicles are now present at McMurdo.
Table 3. Relative vehicle impact resulting from the circle tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Circle Radius (m)</th>
<th>TVI (cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleet Ops Truck, F350</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terra Bus</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Comparison of TRXUS and Cepek tires

We can use the data from spiral tests B1 and B2 to evaluate the performance of the new and old tires. A comparison of Figures 19 and 21 shows the rut and pile disturbances to be generally greater for the Cepek tires. Figure 26 illustrates this directly by showing the rut depth measurements from the spiral test conducted using van 213 with the new TRXUS tires (test B1) and van 206 with the old Cepek tires (test B2). In nearly all cases, the Cepek tires created the larger ruts, especially at the tighter turning radius. During turning maneuvers, the new tires were clearly an improvement and showed nearly half the rut-depth impact of the old tires.

The Clegg data from Figure 18 and Figure 20 show an increase in snow strength in the ruts of the TRXUS tires while the snow sometimes lost strength under the Cepek tires. Likely, this is because the TRXUS tires distribute the loading more evenly across the contact patch, resulting in an overall lower contact stress without stress concentrations. They did not shear the snow surface but rather compacted it while the Cepek tires tended to shear and fail the snow surface resulting in more disturbance and lower snow strength. These are general trends but could be clarified with more testing to generate enough data for a statistical analysis now that we have generated appropriate test procedures.
5  **Straight Line Tests (acceleration, constant speed, and deceleration)**

5.1  **Testing**

The acceleration, constant speed, and deceleration tests took place on the LDB Pad and used the fleet operations F350 truck with the Denman TRXUS STS tires and the E350 Vans with old Cepek and the new TRXUS M/T tires. We drove the vehicles in a straight line bisecting the spirals and circles. The straight line tests consisted of three portions:

1. Accelerating the vehicle over a set distance to a specified speed. Because the distance was constant, the acceleration varied slightly depending on the end target speed.
2. Holding the vehicle constant at the specified speed for a given distance.
3. Braking the vehicle using full (but not locked) braking to a stop.

The target speeds for the constant speed portion of each test were 20 and 25 mph (32 and 40 kph). We measured the depth and width of the tire track ruts and the width and height of the snow piles accumulated next to the tire tracks. Figures 27 and 28 give the rut and pile measurements from these tests.

For the constant speed tests (Figure 27), the imprint from the 20 mph (32 kph) test was clear with tread patterns discernible for most of the track. At 25 mph (40 kph), the tire track was deeper than the tracks made at slower speeds; and the print was obscured by the tire shearing the surface of the snow. The acceleration to 25 mph (40 kph) consistently showed higher impact (higher rut depth, rut width, and pile width) than the acceleration to 20 mph (32 kph) test, but this trend was not consistent for the constant speed portion of the test.
The Clegg data shows a decrease in the snow strength in the tire tracks for nearly all cases. The exceptions were inconsistent between tires, vehicles,
or test type; but the right rut was stronger than the undisturbed snow for the F350 with Denman tires (deceleration test), the F350 with TRXUS (acceleration test), and the E350 Van with Cepek tires (constant speed). No explanation is clear for this unless perhaps the right side of the test area was stronger in some sections of the test pad. The full set of Clegg data for these tests is in Appendix A.

5.2 Comparison of tires

Figure 28 provides a comparison of the three of the tires used. The old Cepek tires produced a higher impact than either of the TRXUS tires, confirming that the new TRXUS M/T replacement tires do in fact lower the impact of the vehicle on the snow roads. Observationally, we noted that Van 213 with new tires bounced more, which could create a higher impact on the roads where bumps and dips are more common than on the LDP Pad where the testing was performed; and the fleet operations truck created some small washboarding. By visual inspection, Van 213 with new tires did slightly less damage to the snow surface during its acceleration test and also made clear track prints while Van 206 (old tires) threw more snow; and the tires sheared the surface, obliterating the tread print.

Figure 29 shows the Clegg measurements for the TRXUS and Cepek tires on the vans. Both of these tests were conducted with the van traveling at 25 mph (40 kph). The snow in the tire tracks was weaker than the undisturbed snow (i.e., more damaged) from both of the tire types. However, the snow was weakest in the ruts of the Cepek tires. The decrease in strength from the undisturbed snow (between the tire tracks) to the strength in the ruts was greatest for the new TRXUS tires, though the snow was stronger in that area of the pad.
Figure 29. Comparison of Clegg measurements from 25 mph (40 kph) constant speed tests for the vans equipped with new and old tires.
6 Road Course Tests

For more realistic operational conditions, we also drove the Terra Bus and Delta in a road course test. The road course tests used a short section of the active snow road to the LDB Pad along with an unused section of snow road that resulted from rerouting the snow roads earlier in the season. Figure 30 shows a schematic of the test course and the lanes used by each vehicle. We mounted global positioning system (GPS) tracking sticks in these vehicles during the test runs and analyzed after the tests the tracks they recorded. It was immediately obvious that the Delta was able to maintain a fairly consistent speed during the laps while the Terra Bus had varying lap times due primarily to the increasingly rough road surface it was creating (Figure 31). Knuth and Shoop (2010) describe fully the tracking sticks and their use in this type of testing.

Figure 30. Schematic of the road course test.
6.1 Terra Bus

The Terra Bus completed 17 laps around the road course before the course became too rough to continue the test. The driver indicated that he achieved his maximum speed possible in sixth gear on the straight stretches but had to slow and take the turns in fifth gear.

Figure 32 shows measurement locations and field notes from this testing. Letters A through H indicate rut and pile measurements, and the letter-number combinations TB-1 through TB-13 are the locations of Clegg tests. Rutting that occurred in the straight stretches seemed to be more obvious in the left tire tracks, perhaps due to the added weight of the fuel tank on that side. After the third lap, the course surface was noticeably changed; the “bumpy” section was soft and slowed the vehicle down. After lap 10, the straightaway was still looked good; and the corners were not too deeply rutted but were slick. Final ruts were up to 21.7 in. (55 cm) deep and 59.0 in. (150 cm) wide. Figures 33 and 34 present the data of the medium Clegg snow-surface strength. The data for the two tracks are averaged in Figure 34 to allow comparison to the data from the Delta road test. Figure 35 shows rut and snow-pile measurements from the Terra Bus tire tracks.
Figure 32. Sketch of road course test notes (Terra Bus in red and Delta in blue) and rut measurement locations (not to scale).

- After 12th lap, had to put Terra Bus in 5th gear at this location; after 15 laps making a new rut, reduced to 4th gear
- Delta started slipping on lap 10; needed to use 3rd gear after lap 10
- Washboarding: Terra Bus
- Started as slight bump, which caused Terra Bus to bounce
- After 7 laps, not much surface impression and barely any fluff: Terra Bus
- After 15th lap, had to put Terra Bus in 5th gear at this location
- Delta started slipping on lap 10; needed to use 3rd gear after lap 10
- After 12th lap, had to put Terra Bus in 5th gear at this location
- After 3 laps started to tear up: Terra Bus
Figure 33. Measurements of the Clegg snow-surface strength for the Terra Bus road course test.

Figure 34. Measurements of the Clegg snow-surface strength for the Terra Bus road course test with in-track measurements averaged.
6.2 Delta

The Delta completed 21 laps in its road course test. The vehicle was driven in forth gear with the speed “maxed.” After 10 laps, we observed rutting only on corners; and it was not of a measurable depth. The straight stretches, however, became bumpier. After lap 14, the drivers noted that the corners began to feel like the surface was a washboard. After lap 15, the vehicle began sliding laterally at the corner near the starting point. Figure 36 shows Clegg surface strength measurement locations (D-1 through D-8) and additional field notes from this testing. Figure 37 presents the strength data measured. The Delta left no measurable ruts or piles, only tire imprints.
Figure 36. Delta road course test notes.

Figure 37. Clegg snow surface strength measurements for the Delta road course test.
6.3 Analysis

For both the Terra Bus and Delta, the areas where the most damage occurred during the road test were the corners and along the “bumpy” and washboard sections. Corners also required down shifting for the vehicles to negotiate them safely. Once the Terra Bus started bouncing, the vehicle dynamics caused severe rutting disturbance. The straight away was mostly smooth although a few bumps also caused rutting near the end of the testing. Overall, the Delta was able to navigate the course at a more reliable speed (Figure 31) and with minimal impact to the surface. The Terra Bus caused significantly more impact than the Delta and could not negotiate the course beyond 17 laps due to excessive rutting and roughness caused by the vehicle. Figure 35 gives the depths of the final rutting on the Terra Bus road course, showing rut depths exceeding 19.7 in. (50 cm). However, with regard to the strength of the snow surface, the two vehicles tracks had very similar average values but with large standard deviations (Table 4).

Table 4. Clegg snow surface strength summary for the Terra Bus and Delta Road tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Clegg Impact Value for the 5.0 lb (2.25 kg) Clegg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terra Bus</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7  Summary and Conclusions

During the austral summer, temperatures at McMurdo Station can be above freezing for several days at a time, resulting in the melting of road and runway infrastructure constructed of snow and ice. To make the best decisions regarding the construction, maintenance, and use of the snow roads, it is necessary to implement more formalized procedures and guidance and to monitor road maintenance, use, and conditions. As part of this, field data on the impact of different vehicle types on road conditions are useful. Therefore, during the austral summer of 2009–2010, we conducted an exploration of how best to assess and to quantify the impact of different vehicles on the road condition. We used four different vehicles (with various tires) for turning and straight-line maneuvers on a smooth prepared snow launch pad; and we used two of the larger transport vehicles on multiple passes on a test course made of existing snow roads.

The project served to determine the maneuvers and measures that quantify the impact of different vehicles, tires, and operating procedures. This information can be used in decision making, to design test programs needed for purchases, or for snow road use guidelines. Measurements of the disturbance in terms of rutting and piles formed were helpful to determine speed and turning effects and which tires caused less damage to the surface. The road course provided a more operationally relevant test with compounded factors (turns, bumps, strength variations, etc.) and clearly distinguished which vehicle caused less impact and the types of maneuvers that cause the greatest impacts.

We can conclude the following specific results from this study:

1. Future snow-road construction should avoid tight turns to reduce rutting and damage to the road.
2. It is equally important to limit even small bumps and washboards, which can lead to larger rutting problems with continued vehicle passage.
3. Vehicle speed plays a large part in how well the snow roads hold up to use. Higher vehicle speeds cause more damage.
4. Accelerating slowly on the snow roads will aid in keeping a strong surface and reducing the effects of vehicles.
5. The new TRXUS tires showed reduced impact on the snow roads. To reduce impact to the snow road, these or other low impact tires should be used for all of the trucks and vans.

6. The Delta was much gentler on the snow-road course than the Terra Bus.

Based on this study and follow-on discussions, CRREL, NSF, and McMurdo personnel jointly generated guidance for driving on the snow roads and incorporated it into the driver’s training program at McMurdo. Appendix B presents the full set of slides developed for explaining the impacts of driving on the snow roads. These slides were presented in full to the transportation section (ATO) at McMurdo, and a portion of the material was added to the McMurdo driver’s education program for everyone driving vehicles at McMurdo Station. The thoughtful adherence to these guidelines helps preserve the snow roads, especially throughout the warm season.

Recommendations for future work include the following:

1. Use the test methods and measurement techniques developed here to test the choice of tires and equipment for consideration of the best vehicle or tires for purchase to use on the snow roads.

2. Use the test methods and measurements developed to quantify the quality of the road surface, to rank maintenance equipment and procedures, and to improve construction and maintenance operations.

3. Develop a rutting and impact model specific to snow and snow roads, which incorporates speed and turning effects for vehicle impacts. Such a model could be used to determine or limit operation of certain vehicles or maneuvers (speeds) on the snow-road system.
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Appendix A: Additional Clegg Data

Figure A1. Clegg snow surface strength measurements for tests A3 and A6 with the fleet operations truck (Denman tires) in straight line acceleration, constant speed, and deceleration tests.
Figure A2. Clegg snow surface strength measurements for test B5 with the fleet operations truck (Interco TRXUS STS tires) in straight line acceleration, constant speed, and deceleration tests.

Figure A3. Clegg snow surface strength measurements for straight line constant speed tests B3, B4, and B5.
Appendix B: Snow-Road Driver’s Training

Driving the McMurdo Snow Roads
A Melting Road During Austral Summer

1. Our road system contains over 14 miles of roads made of snow to travel to Pegasus Airfield.
2. Snow roads are constructed by compacting the grains and leaving them to sinter (fuse) together.
3. Snow (and the sintered bonds) deform easily from vehicle loading, especially during warm or sunny days at McMurdo (or anywhere else!)
4. Starting December, our summer resupply and all staff comes into and out of Pegasus and must travel on these snow roads to get in or out of McMurdo Station

You must preserve our snow roads!
They are the transportation lifeblood for McMurdo !!!

Prevent snow road deterioration

- Low Tire Pressure (18 psi)
- Low Speed (25 mph)
- Clean Vehicles
- Limited Traffic (wide tires only)
- Don’t ride the ruts
Snow Road Requirements

1. Speed limit on the snow roads is 25 mph or less. Higher speeds will destroy the vulnerable snow road surface, especially at warm temperatures.

2. Max tire inflation pressure on the snow roads is 18 psi. You as the operator are responsible for checking tire pressure for snow road vehicles.

3. Only large, wide tire vehicle are allowed on snow roads.

4. Clean your vehicle before entering the snow roads. Dirt on the roads causes melting of the road surface! This is very bad!!

5. Vehicle bouncing crushes the snow bonds and causes vehicle & equipment damage.

6. Snow roads are closed to light, wheeled vehicles during warm periods.

Road Distresses

- Rutting, potholes, tigertraps
- Drifting, snowfall
- Melt pockets, lensing (greenhouse effect)
- Dirt on roadway, low Albedo
- Washboards, roster tails
Rut width and depth with turning radius

Why Speed Damages the Road

20 mph leaves only tire imprint

>25 mph leaves "rooster tails"
It’s not about driving on slippery surfaces, it’s about preserving the road!

A single pass will destroy the snow bonds creating a weak surface for those behind you.

Frozen rooster tails = washboard

Van & Trailer Testing

Nate Stock
Randy Thompson

Speed effects
Trailer loading
Lane Change Maneuver

2 speeds
empty and full trailer

Lane Change Maneuver

9% reduction in strength on straight-away
18% reduction in strength in swerve area
Obey the 25 mph speed limit for equipment and occupant safety

20 mph - empty trailer 30 mph – full trailer

Go slow to preserve equipment and passengers

Go slow through the transition for your safety  Bad example (15 mph)
Speed tracking options

Speed tracking with track sticks on the new vans
Calculate & map our speed from the GPS signal

Example:

A most excellent day on the snow roads - UNTIL
No injuries, no equipment damaged

Eleven passengers + Full trailer + One conscientious driver
= 11,080 lb abruptly stopped by one tiger trap on an otherwise perfect road

So - Let’s talk about speed...

Managers and Fleet Ops, are you willing to drive the speed limit?

If not, you can not expect the others on the road to drive it either, and they may not

1. Ever have driven the snow road before
2. Ever have driven that vehicle before
3. Know the roads and where the dangers may be hidden
4. Not realize the potential danger to the vehicle and pax
Don’t worry, everyone gets stuck …
Call Fleet Ops, Channel 5

How to get the word out

- Scroll - station monitors
- Snow Rd email announcements – M. Reed
- Snow road training (Dave D. and Sharona)

Snow Road Conditions
Monday 23 January 2012  10:50

- Go slow through SBT for your safety
- LANE C  Scott Base transition to Silver City
- LANE A  Silver City to Pegasus
- Chevron tires please use track lane
How to get the word out

- Scroll - station monitors
- Snow Rd email announcements – M. Reed
- Snow road training (Dave D. and Sharrona)

Action Needed
- New wash station
- GA at transition
- Permissions?
- Enforcement?
- Coordination with Scott Base?
In December 2009, a study was conducted to determine how vehicle operations impact snow roads. The snow roads at McMurdo Station are the primary transport corridors to move personnel and material from the airfields servicing intra- and inter-continental flights. Thus, they are a critical transportation component and are also particularly susceptible to deterioration during warm temperatures. This study explored methodology to quantify the impact of various vehicles, tires, driving speeds, and maneuvers on snow-road conditions. The specific impacts of turning, acceleration, braking, and speed were isolated using spirals, circles, and straight-line testing on compacted snow surfaces. Portions of the active snow-road system were also used in a road course involving corners and surface roughness. Measurements included the strength of the snow surface in and between tire tracks, tire-track rut depth and width, and the height and width of the resulting snow piles adjacent to the tire tracks. The experiments yielded valuable guidance regarding what types of testing and measurements could most easily differentiate performance. Results indicate the impacts of driving speed and vehicle type, including the importance of the tire and suspension components, on preserving satisfactory snow-road surfaces through the melt season.